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Scientific contributions
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‣ Twenty 1.5 hour contributions in our workshop

- And we needed that time 

- And that’s a good thing (it was the intention of this format)


‣ Three hands-on tutorials

- And a lot of the discussions had additional 


‣ One joint day with the AstroParticle workshop

- And I would say this was very interesting indeed



Discussions
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‣ I was super happy to see a  
lot of those happening in the free time 

- I hope this format pays really out



Some highlights & follow-ups
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‣ Will take a bit of time to go through the [ live notes ]

- The following is a small selections of my personal take-aways

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x6FIwTb4aILP534YVEXV8hybpdAsQ5Rb0SLz9LZDz2I/edit?usp=sharing


Do we have a problem ?
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‣ HL-LHC will certainly put 
our computing under pressure

- BUT we still have margin to  

in our existing Tracking SW

- It’s too early to give up on that


‣ Interesting aspects

- what can we do more if can do the  

exiting job faster

- Which role will ML play here 



Or do we just need to accelerate?
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Or do we just need to accelerate?
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‣ PataTrack as a full replacement of 
CMS HLT Pixel tracking

- Written entirely in CUDA

- technology bound at this stage, BUT moving from 

CUDA to any other GPU-aware 
language will be way more easy

CMS HLT

One mayor job done:

- adapt your Event Data Model

(usually speeds of CPU code) 



Or do we just need to accelerate?
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‣ Proposal to replace HLT1 with GPUs

- practically cost-neutral to HW solution



Or just need to write better code?
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‣ HEP code is often > 20 years old

- AND it shows


‣ HPCs are becoming a player

- Portability of code is an  

issue 

- There are new products 

(at least promised)


‣ Functional programming !!!



Or just need to write better code?
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‣ Status of the Acts software package

- C++/CPU targeted

- EDM restructuring should help to  

move (later) to accelerator



Or just get better detectors?
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‣ Timing resolution has become good 
enough for track timing tagger

- For Phase-2 ATLAS/CMS will install 

timing detectors for vertex identification

‣ Timing in reconstruction?
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‣ TrackML aftermath 

- main solution have been pretty much digested

- still many submissions not even looked at


- did we miss something that has been submitted


- Trying to convert this into a components that play 
together

- see later 


- Dataset format established 

overview 
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‣ Phase-2 winner

- sub Hz solution with very high efficiency

Solutions - Mikado

Started Mikado 
integration in acts
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‣ Based on winning solution of Phase 1

- Which would have never scored high 

in Phase 2 (too slow)

- Beauty of a challenge:  

“and make it better” 

‣ Voxelisation & DAGs followed by NNs to find doublets/triplets

Solutions - cloudkitchen
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‣ Hep.TrkX and Exa.TrkX projects

- Graph network approach for end-to-end 

tracking


‣ Graph network for vertex reconstruction

Graphs, graphs, graphs
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‣ Event displays

- From geometry and algorithm 

developing to physics object 
visualisation


- The eye is impressive when it 
comes to pattern recognition


‣ A browser based Event display 
project supported by HSF

- Common languages between 

experiments would be the key

And how we look at things
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And how we look at things



sharing the know-how
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‣ Running data challenges is scientifically powerful

- We have gained some experience now 

with HiggsML & TrackML

- It takes significant person power to set this up


‣ A few musts

- A good score that can not be tricked

- Enough statistics to train 

- Be active and responsive before/while/after the 

challenge
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‣ The TrackML dataset  
proved to be super  
useful

- now used in several 

areas, particularly in 
ML R&D in the field


- Output format is 
(albeit a bit awkward) 
pretty established


- however, it has it flaws

Dataset 
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Dataset to                 Dataset

CHEP2018

‣ Merged into acts-framework during 
this workshop



follow-ups: hashing
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‣ Complexity downscaling by hashing

- Use (approximate) nearest neighbourhood 

to find buckets and run reconstruction in those

-  Use metric learning to find better representations



Metric learning
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‣ Basics and details of metric learning

- Obvious:  

in the right metric all tracks cluster


- Some great dissuasions afterwards 
on the corridor



/we meet random/compression matrices
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/we meet random matrices
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/we meet scattering matrices
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‣ Random (small) scattering matrix preserves  
principal distances/clustering properties

- Central limit theorem works in our favour 

(and that’s why tracking works)



/we meet random/compression matrices
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‣ Doesn’t have 
to be random 
matrix

- e.g. PCA



/we meet random/compression matrices
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‣ How does this relate to HEP/track reconstruction ?

- Aren’t we already in the sparse space?



Hashing / Indexing / Graphs / Trees
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Filter / fitting / inference
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      tsa
NN3

NN1 NN2

doublet finder ?



meets Quantum Computing
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‣ Quantum computing has found its entry  
into HEP

- Quantum annealing on DWave



Finally, we reached for the stars
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‣ We are not alone (in HEP)

- Real time data streaming

- Classification, augmenting, Baysian networks

- Kaggle challenges 



Finally, we reached for the stars
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‣ N-body simulation for DM 
and galaxy building

- Small and large scale 

simulation with different 
correlations


‣ GANs (as in HEP) becoming 
more popular

- Application of GAN created 

simulations discussed



And from the stars to the brain
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Blood and neutrinos
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‣ Blood vessel finding in MRIs

- 3D feature finding problem 



And a big THANK YOU 
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‣ To the submitters of the Learning to Discover proposal 

- The initiators can be found [here]


‣ To the INSTITUT PASCAL for accepting this posposal 

- And of course for the stunning location & excellent local 

organisation


‣ To you for participating 

- And it was indeed participating not just attending 

https://www.universite-paris-saclay.fr/fr/learning-to-discover


A warm welcome

‣ Learning to Discover - a series of three workshops:
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15-26 Jul 2019:  Real time analysis workshop

14-25 Oct 2019: Advanced Pattern recognition 


20-31 Jul 2020:  Learning to Discover

1

2

3

Organisation committee: Andreas Salzburger (CERN), David Rousseau (LAL Orsay), Jean-
Roch Vlimant (Caltech), Cherifa Sabrina Amrouche (University of Geneva), Cecile Germain 
(Université Paris-Sud), Slava Voloshynovskiy (University of Geneva), Marco Rovere (CERN), 
Marc Schoenauer (INRIA Saclay), Paolo Calafiura (LBNL) & Sabrina Soccard (Institut Pascal)

Stay tuned



Springer & us
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‣ Learning, Discover & Publish

- Springer offered to cover this 

workshop in a special issue

- Terms are relatively free

- We’d need to form an  

editorial team 

- Publishing should happen 

roughly 6 months after the 
workshop


- I will contact all the 
contributors individually Eventual discussion on Friday 25/10



Last words for today
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‣ I hope you enjoyed Learning to Discover 

- I personally learned a lot

- And discovered some interesting paths up to the  

Saclay plateau

Save travels!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vxq9yj2pVWk

After Slava’s talk (and what he showed about superresoluation) I will never laugh about these TV scenes anymore


